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PROTESTATIONS OF ALLEGIANCE 
HUNGARIAN EDUCATIONAL P O L I C ^ ^ g ^

BY

IMRE PROKOPY

The Slovak inhabitants of the re-incorporated districts 
of Southern Hungary recently sent a deputation of six 
representatives headed by the Slovak Evangelical 

Bishop S am u el Starke and D r. P aul C a stva n  of Petroc, to 
Lieut. General B ela  N o va k ovics , commander of the 
Hungarian Southern Army, to convey to him the expression 
of the allegiance to the Hungarian State of the Slovak in
habitants of the re-incorporated territories of Southern 
Hungary. In his address on this occasion Bishop Starke 
stressed that in the first G rea t W a r  the M a g ya rs and the 
S lova k s had fought sh ou ld er to sh ou ld er and that the b lood  
sh ed  b y  them  then sym b o lised  the com m on  d estin y  o f the 
M a g ya r  and S lova k  p eo p les . The Slovaks had for centuries 
at all times struggled as brothers in the Magyar cause; and 
now in the fatherland recently aggrandised they desired to 
live in symbiosis with the Magyars and to thrive jointly with 
them. This was today the genuine feeling of every true Slovak.
D t. C astvan  expressed his delight that the S lova k s o f Southern  
H u nga ry a fter  22 y ea rs  o f separation  had once m ore been  
brought into c lose  conn ection  w ith the nation w ith w hich th ey  
had p rev io u sly  lived  in sym b io sis  fo r  a thousand yea rs. In 
the Hungary of the future all the non-Magyar nationalities 
which were inspired by loyalty towards the Hungarian State- 
idea would be given the right to maintain their own ethnic 
existence and culture. That was why the Slovaks of Southern 
Hungary were expressing their unconditional confidence in 
the Hungarian fatherland, protesting that they would con
tinue to at all times respect the flag of the common fatherland 
as they had done in the past too. At the same time Dr. 
Castvan conveyed to General Novakovics the cordial greetings 
of the Slovak Veterans and Pensioners and the expression 
of a similar allegiance on their part, begging the General 
to present the declaration of allegiance of the Slovak
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inhabitants to His Highness the Regent and to the Hungarian 
Government.

Some weeks later the Serbian and Ruthenian inhabitants 
of the hundred of Zsablya —  a district inhabited chiefly by 
Serbs — made a solemn declaration of allegiance to their 
Hungarian fatherland. At the ceremony held in the principal 
square of the village of Zsablya several thousands of the 
inhabitants of the village and environs were present; speaking 
on their behalf, the Rev. Milos Katie, Greek Oriental 
(Serbian) vicar of the parish of Zsablya, explained the 
importance of the fact that as a consequence of the reincor
poration of the "Bacska" region the Tittel “ marchmen’s 
region" had also returned to that Hungary of which the Serbs 
of the “ Bacska” had for centuries been industrious citizens. 
M. Milan Sretkov, a chemist from the village of Csurog, 
made a declaration of allegiance on behalf of all present. 
The Rev. Michael Boszormenyi, Greek Catholic vicar of Sajka- 
gyorgye, and a Ruthenian teacher of the name of Alexander 
Manojlo expressed the allegiance of the Ruthenians of 
Southern Hungary.

After the declarations of allegiance had been made the 
military commander of the hundred noted that in the 
“ Bacska" the Magyars and Serbs had for centuries lived in 
symbiosis and would continue to do so in the future; for that 
reason they should offer one another the right hand of friend
ship and should forget any antagonisms that may have 
existed between them in the past, that being a sine qua non 
of their common prosperity in the future (Hungarian 
Telegraph Bureau, July 30th, 1941).

A  similar decleration of allegiance was made by the 
Serbian parish of Zenta at a sitting held early in July, 
expression being given to the hope that after its return to 
the realm of St. Stephen the Serbian nationality would, as 
in the past, continue in the future too to enjoy all the rights 
of citizens (“ Hirlap", July 4th, 1941).

Particular mention is due to the monster meeting of the 
Central "Bacska" branch of the German “Kulturbund" held 
on August 3rd at Ujverbasz at which more than 10,000 
persons from the villages of Sove, Szenttamas, Kucora, Bacs- 
feketehegy, Szeghegy, Topolya, Cservenka, Kisker and Oker
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and from the towns of Ujverbasz and Overbasz, were present. 
The speakers on this occasion — Francis Hamm, former 
Skupshtina Deputy, and Joseph Spreitzer, engineer and district 
leader, — pointed out that in the p resen t critical p eriod  
th ere w a s grea ter n eed  than e v e r  tor  fr ien d ly  and b ro th erly  
u nity b etw een  M a g ya rs  and G erm a n s ; for the German and 
Hungarian armies were fighting shoulder to shoulder against 
the bolshevism which theratened to plunge the whold world 
into catastrophic ruin. At such a time it would be, not merely 
a crime, but also an irreparable blunder, to indulge in 
senseless disunion and animosity. The monster meeting, which 
was a veritable "review" of the Germans of the Middle 
"Bacska” district, was attended by Lieut. Colonel Dezso 
Erdosi, military commander of the district, by a military 
officer of high rank from Belgrade representing the German 
Army and by the leaders of the Kulturbund ("Delvideki 
Magyarsag” , August 6th, 1941).

H ungarian E du ca tiona l P olicy .

In the "Bacska” and Baranya territories liberated by the 
Hungarian National Defence Army we took over 339 
elementary schools housed in 757 buildings. In addition, we 
took over 14 "real-gymnasiums” , 22 “ city schools", 3 
‘teachers' training colleges, 1 secondary-grade industrial 
school, 4 girls' industrial schools, 60 industrial and 3 commer
cial apprentice schools and a faculty of law (at Szabadka). 
The total number of persons employed in teaching in these 
educational institutes was 2300, the number of pupils en
trusted to their charge 110,000. The great majority of the 
teachers at the time of the Yugoslav collapse voluntarily 
retired from the liberated territories. The Hungarian Govern
ment took over 1080 teachers, these including —  together 
with those reinstated in their original posts —  354 Magyars, 
241 Germans, 282 Serbs, 46 Slovaks and 35 persons of 
Bunyevatz nationality, the remainder being of Ruthenian or 
other nationality. The teaching staff —  supplemented by 
teachers from the mother country — , altogether 1300 persons, 
took the oath at Ujvidek on August 4th, on which occasion 
V itez  D r. Iva n  N a g y , Councillor in the Ministry of Education, 
in his capacity as head of the department of education of
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the military administration of the Southern Army, made a 
speech in which he pointed out —  quite justifiably and with 
peculiar emp'hasis — that “ b y  taking o v e r  the tea chers o f  
n o n -M a g ya r  n ationality w e  h ave sh ow n  that w e  think in 
term s o f the S t. S tep h en  S ta te -id ea  and are p rep a red  to  
fu rth er the a d va n cem en t and the p r o sp e r ity  o f e v e r y  loya l  
fe llo w -c itizen ” . ("Reggeli Ujsag” , August 5th, 1941.)

By its selection of the teaching staff to function in the 
re-incorporated districts of Southern Hungary and in general 
by its rapid and fair solution of the school question of that 
region, the Hungarian Government has shown that, throwing 
a veil over the anti-minority (and in particular anti-Magyar) 
tendency of the Serbian educational policy of the past, it 
has left no stone unturned sin e ira et stu d io  to meet all 
legitimate claims of the non-Magyar nationalities. Its primary 
object when taking its measures for the purpose was to ensure 
there being available a sufficient number of Hungarian 
teachers already at the opening of the new school year in the 
autumn. In addition, it instituted a special course at Baja 
for the co-ordination of studies, 55 teachers being given 
instruction in the Serbian language. The Ministry of Education 
further arranged at Szeged a course attended by 222 students, 
the latter including the teachers of the non-Magyar 
nationalities of the re-incorporated territories (except those 
of Southern Hungary) —  i. e. the Slovak, Ruthenian and 
Rumanian teachers taken over by the Hungarian authorities, 
though the course was attended also by those Magyar 
teachers who acquired their certificates already in pre- 
Trianon Hungary. 34 lecturers took part in the course, giving 
altogether more than 2000 lessons and providing for the 
instruction and initiation into new fields of study respectively 
of the persons attending the same.

The Ordinance of the Minister of Education issued on 
July 25th, —  which is in reality merely instructions for the 
carrying into effect of Order in Council No. 2700/M. E. of 
1941 —  regulates the question of the enrolment of elementary 
school pupils of non-Magyar tongue as from the school-year 
1941/42, providing that e v e r y  pu p il m a y  fr e e ly  and w ithout 
in terferen ce  on  the part o f the auth orities a tten d  a n y sch ool  
he d esires  irresp ectiv e  o f the language o f instruction. That
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means a restoration of the principle of the unrestricted choice 
of school which the Yugoslav Government from the very 
outset cancelled in the territories wrested from Hungary, 
making its application impossible by the employment of 
“name analysis" and other similar artifices, as also of 
pressure by the authorities. On the basis of the applications 
for admission made in terms of the said Order in Council it 
proved possible already early in June to determine the 
number of pupils enrolled in the several schools —  in the 
secondary schools too. Only in Ujvidek did a sufficient 
number of Serb pupils apply for admission to the Serbian 
gymnasium; and in that town the Serbian gymnasium will 
open in September, the number of applications for admission 
being enough for the purpose. This institute —  which was 
established already in 1810 —  is to be a secondary school 
with co-education. The Germans of the “ Bacska" are to have 
gymnasiums (grammar-schools) at Ujverbasz and Apatin, as 
well as a teachers' training college at Ujverbasz. For the 
benefit of the Slovaks of that region the State is establishing 
at Petroc an agricultural “city school", —  primarily in view 
of the fact that the Slovaks of the "Bacska” are almost 
without exception engaged in agriculture as farmers or 
labourers. There will be Magyar secondary schools in the 
following places — boys' and girls' gymnasiums at Szabadka 
and Ujvidek, boys' gymnasiums at Zombor, Zenta and 
Obecse, commercial secondary schools at Szabadka, Zombor 
and Ujvidek. (“Reggeli Ujsag", August 7th, 1941.)

In connection with the Serbian gymnasium at Ujvidek it 
should be noted that it will be a genuine secondary school 
with Serbian as the language of instruction, —  not one like 
the so-called "Magyar" gymnasium at Szabadka and the 
lower gymnasium also designated as “Magyar" at Zenta 
established during the Yugoslav regime in which —  apart 
from the Hungarian language and Hungarian literature and 
here and there religion too —  all the subjects of instruction 
were taught, not in the mother tongue of the pupils, but in 
the official language of the State. The same is true also of 
the elementary schools in which the language of instruction 
is not Hungarian; all subjects will be taught in the mother 
tongue of the pupils, the Hungarian language being taught 
as a special subject one or two hours a week-



PROTESTANTISM AND THE RUMANIANS
BY

ZSOMBOR DE SZASZ

From the middle of the sixteenth century until the revolu
tionary year 1848, the constitutional organization of 
Transylvania rested on the so-called “ union of the 

three nations” , the Magyars, the Szekelys and the Saxons. 
The Magyars had been the victorious conquerors of the land 
in the ninth century; the Szekelys were a small, autoch
thonous people in the eastern mountains, descendants, accord
ing to legend, of Attila's Huns and akin to the Magyars; 
while the Saxons, on the invitation of the Kings of Hungary, 
had settled in the north and the south-eastern, deserted 
parts of the country in the twelfth century. The former 
two peoples, the Magyars and the Szekelys, were the free 
nobles, the latter, the Saxons, the free burghers. All three 
possessed a wide administrative and judiciary autonomy and 
their creeds were regarded as “ accepted religions". The 
Magyars and Szekelys were Roman Catholics or Calvinists, 
a few among them Unitarians; the German Saxons were all 
Lutherans.

There was, however, also a fourth people in the country: 
the Rumanians.

Rumanian historians maintain that they were the descen
dants of the old Daco-Thracian inhabitants, mixed with the 
Roman blood of the colonists who were settled in the country 
for a century and a half when Transylvania was a Roman 
colony. But there is nothing to prove the authenticity of this 
theory. According to modern historiography, the Rumanians 
of Transylvania filtered into the country from the Balkans 
as a nomadic, pastoral people, from the twelfth century on. 
In the subsequent centuries we find them mentioned as a 
wandering, unruly, disorderly people who roamed about the 
hills with their herds and only with difficulty were induced 
to settle in permanent abodes. The Hungarian Bishop, A. 
Verancsics, wrote of them in the beginning of the sixteenth 
century that they were “ spread over the whole of the coun
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try; they live mostly hidden in the mountains and forests 
together with their cattle. They are clad in rough, brown 
homespun frieze, and their faces are black because of their 
long beards and unkempt hair. Their arms are poor in 
quality, but they can run with incredible swiftness and 
mostly attack their enemies in the forests".

These immigrant Rumanians constantly grew in num
bers in the course of the centuries, but although by the end 
of the seventeenth century they formed half of the popula
tion of the country, they did not participate in the political 
development of the free nations. As serfs, they had no poli
tical organization.

And they all belonged to the Greek Orthodox Church, 
which cfeed was not a “ recepta religio" —  not one of the 
accepted religions.

This political and ecclesiastical disability was the result 
of their cultural and spiritual inferiority, which found its 
expression in their religious life. The Rumanians, as mem
bers of the Orthodox Church, were cut off from western 
influences, and ever since, at the end of the medieval period, 
Byzantium had lost its power as a centre of culture, those 
of the Greek Orthodox faith had been abandoned to their 
own resources. Orthodoxy, based on tradition, was not a 
source of progress.

The faith of the Rumanian herdsmen in the Transylva
nian mountains could not even be called a religion. It was 
a bundle of superstitions, in which belief in the devil was 
as strong as that in God. Bishop Revesz quotes the follow
ing passage from a Rumanian author: “ In the idolatry and 
the sorcery of the Rumanians of the sixteenth century, as of 
the nineteenth, the Christian saints and the pagan gods 
exist side by side and are feared alike. The belief of the 
Rumanian in sorcery is the result of this dualistic creed. He 
believes that before a man can reach his God he is devoured 
by the saints; therefore when in trouble, he resorts to 
artifices which he has inherited from his ancestors and 
which to his mind will compass the good or the evil that 
he desires more directly than can be attained by prayer in 
the aisle of a church".

The Church was powerless to counteract this spiritual
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disposition, ol the masses, owing to its complete want of 
organization. In the Transylvanian Orthodox Church there 
was no established hierarchy; there were priests, but no 
prelates. The heads of some monasteries were given the 
title of “ vladica” or bishop, but they had no fixed jurisdic
tion, no rights and no duties.

The priests were poor and uneducated, hardly above 
the cultural level of the peasants.

Professor Mete§, in his “ History of the Rumanian 
Church", quotes the following lines written by a German 
residing at the Court of the Moldavian Voivod in the middle 
of the seventeenth century: "I often jested with the Ru
manian priests. I tried to discuss religious matters with 
them, but that was impossible. I asked this, he answered 
that. He kept boasting of their two big fasts in the year 
and of the few holydays when he preached a sermon. I 
asked him what he preached, and he took a book and said: 
'this'. So I knew that he only read his sermons. I asked 
him why he did not learn them by heart, but he said that 
men were so wicked they would not believe what he said 
unless he read it out of a book."

Many of these priests could not even read or write, 
and even if they could, were unable to understand the old 
Buigaro-Slav tongue which was the language of the liturgy.

Such was the situation of the Rumanian people and 
their Church at the time of the Reformation. The new move
ment found ready acceptance among the Saxons of Tran
sylvania, who had no sooner fully accepted its tenets than 
they applied their efforts to the conversion of the Rumanians.

Their first care was to distribute religious books, in the 
Rumanian language, to the priests and to those who could 
read. The Catechism published in 1544 in Nagyszeben was 
the first book printed in Rumanian.

This was followed by another Catechism and in 1561 
by a Rumanian translation of the Gospels, printed in Brasso 
in Cyrillic characters but in the Rumanian language. Several 
biblical and liturgical books were also printed, but after, 
that the zeal of the Saxons waned and their efforts remained 
without results.

Their activities were taken over, and pursued with
S
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more fervour and persistence, by the Princes of Transylvania, 
whose efforts were supported by the Diets and by the 
Magyar and Szekely nobles. The Diet of 1566 declared the 
necessity of converting the Rumanians to Protestantism 
because “ their shepherds, blind men leading the blind, are 
going themselves and taking their flock straight towards 
disaster." It was also declared that Rumanians opposing the 
Protestant faith and clinging to orthodoxy would be 
severely punished.

These efforts at conversion made, however, little pro
gress in the sixteenth century. Prince John Sigismund was 
a strong champion of Calvinism, but various circumstances 
obstructed his efforts. He appointed as bishop of the Ru
manians a certain "George” who was unable to make the 
Orthodox priests obey him. Some of the latter failed to 
attend the 6ynods; others refused to preach their sermons 
“ in the Vlach language of the community, but spoke instead 
in a foreign Slav tongue; “others again agitated ceaselessly 
against the bishop, “using ugly and heinous words and 
uttering various sinister imprecations to the scandal of the 
community and the other priests.”

The Prince ordered that “the foolhardy and disobedient” 
priests who disregarded the bishop's orders should be 
coerced, because their behaviour was the source of "confu
sion and lawlessness in the Rumanian communities.”

But the opposition of the priests and the inertia and 
apathy of the masses effectively hindered these endeavours, 
and there was little time, for in 1571 a Roman Catholic 
Prince came to the throne in the person of Stephen Bathory, 
who later became King of Poland, and with whose reign 
there set in a campaign for the re-conversion of the 
Protestants. The missionary work was thereby arrested for 
the time being.

With the advent of the seventeenth century the move
ment was revived, and only stopped with the collapse of 
the independent Principality in 1690.

Prince Gabriel Bethlen, that great champion of religious 
liberty, was too preoccupied with the religious wars of the 
West to give full attention to the Orthodox question. All 
the more zealous were his successors, the two Rakoczis,
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George the First and George the Second, and Michael 
Apaffy.

There was, however, a great difference between the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries as regards the character 
of the movement. Whereas, in the sixteenth century, it was 
based on coercion, official pressure being used to induce 
the Rumanians to embrace Protestantism, and the recalci
trant being made to feel the power of the State, the reign
ing Princes of the seventeenth century discarded all attempts 
at compulsion and tried instead to win the Rumanians over 
to Protestantism by raising their cultural level, and gradually 
weaning them from their superstitions. They regarded as a 
moral and religious obligation the task of leading the Ru
manians into the fold of a purer and more elevated Church; 
such a task, in their eyes, excluded compulsion. In Septem
ber 1640 Bishop Gelei Katona wrote to Prince George 
Rakoczi: “Even the Rumanians are human beings, after all, 
stupid though they are, and it is Your Highness' duty to 
take care of their souls as far as that is possible with people 
so obstinate in their ignorance . . .  I am afraid God will hold 
us responsible if we neglect them. Your Highness must do 
all that is possible, and if they persist in hardening their 
hearts, you will find salvation before God and they them
selves will be doomed.”

The trend taken by the missionary work of the Transyl
vanian Princes in the seventeenth century is shown by the 
so-called “ conditiones”  which the newly appointed “ vla- 
dicas” were called on to accept, and which contained regula
tions concerning administrative, dogmatic and liturgical 
questions.

For example, the conditiones submitted to S. Simono- 
vitch on his appointment in 1643 contained, among other 
items, the following:

Divine service must be held, and a sermon preached 
in the Wallach tongue, every Sunday and holy day.

The doctrines of the Calvinist Church shall be accepted 
by the bishop and caused to be accepted by his clergy.

Baptism shall be performed according to the command 
of Jesus Christ, with water only, in the name of the Father, 
the Son and the Holy Ghost.
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Neither the Cross nor other pictures or emblems in 
the church shall be worshipped, but shall be regarded simply 
as ornaments sacred to the memory of our Lord.

The burial of the dead shall be performed according to 
the usual Christian rites and not amid superstitious usages 
fit only for old women.

A General Synod shall be held every year, and if a 
particularly difficult question arises, the opinion of the 
Calvinist bishop shall be asked.

The last conditio contained a declaration to the effect 
that the future bishop should “always remain loyal to the 
Prince, a friend of his friends and a foe of his foes.”

On three sections of the cultural and religious life of 
the Transylvanian Rumanians was this reforming activity 
specially centred, and here it proved of durable value: the 
language question, the schools, and the printing of books.

It has been shown above that the liturgical language of 
the Orthodox Church was the ancient Bulgaro-Slav tongue, and 
that it was in this language that divine service was conducted 
and that sermons were preached. The Princes, faithful to 
the principles of Protestantism, demanded and ordered that 
the mother tongue of the Rumanian people should be used 
both in the churches and the schools; they threatened with 
severe punishment the priests who "would not give over 
their Servian jabber” , and allowed no person to preach who 
could not speak Rumanian. We find this demand for the 
use of this people's mother tongue reiterated in every set 
of conditiones. Prince George Rakoczi the First commanded 
the Rumanian bishop to see that “his priests shall preach in 
the language of the poor Wallachs, so that they shall receive 
therefrom daily edification and be led from the darkness 
of superstitious error into the light of morality.”

In the educational domain we find a similar eagerness 
to raise the cultural level of the Rumanian people. Not only 
the Princes but also Magyar landowners founded schools, 
especially in the southern counties of Transylvania, in which 
the language of instruction was Rumanian. The princely 
domains of the county of Fogaras were at all times the 
property of the wife of the reigning Prince. Here Susanna 
Lorantffy, wife of Prince George Rakoczi I, founded a big
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Rumanian school. In her deed of gift, which has come down 
to us, she writes: “Remembering the unspeakable ignorance 
of the Rumanians in our domains, both of the common people 
and of the boyars, and even of those whose duty it would be 
to instruct the others, and inspired by a Christian purpose, 
we have ordered that in this our town of Fogaras a Ru
manian school shall be erected for their benefit."

And she gave instructions that the Rumanian school 
should be built close to the Magyar school, in order that 
the Magyar and Rumanian teachers and pupils should 
be able to hold intercourse with each other and thus learn 
each other's language.

This Rumanian school existed until the collapse of the 
independent Transylvanian Principality.

How seriously the educational problem was taken by 
the Princes is shown by an Act of Gabriel Bethlen, which 
imposed a fine of 300 florins on any landlord who kept the 
children of his peasants from going to school.

The third element in the reforming policy of the Princes 
was the printing of books, inaugurated by the Saxons.

Only four Rumanian books have come down to us from 
the sixteenth century, but in 1620 Prince Gabriel Bethlen 
caused printing works to be set up in Gyulafehervar which 
issued a number of works written in Rumanian. The year 
1648 saw the first Rumanian version of the New Testament, 
and three editions of the Catechism of Heidelberg, while 
the Psalms were published in 1651. In 1658 the printing 
works were partially destroyed, but a few years later they 
were again at work and issued a further number of Ruma
nian books.

We know altogether of forty Rumanian books published 
in the course of these two centuries under the aegis of the 
Reformation.

But these efforts of Saxons and Magyars, of Princes, 
Diets and landlords, all proved equally fruitless. In the last 
decade of the seventeenth century Transylvania as a Prin
cipality ceased to exist, and with it ended the Reforma
tion among the Rumanians. The rationalistic spirit of Cal
vinism had no attraction for them, addicted as they were
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to an oriental creed teeming with superstitions. Not one of 
their vladicas had sincerely embraced Protestantism; they 
had much too strong a sense of their affinity with oriental 
Orthodoxy and with the Rumanian peoples beyond the 
Carpathians.

The movement aroused bitter hatred and enmity in the 
two Rumanian Principalities, Wallachia and Moldavia. In a 
work entitled: “Book Called an Answer to the Calvinist 
Catechism” , the author, the Orthodox Metropolitan Varlaam 
wrote: “ Should there be found one among you who tried to 
move you by his soul-murdering teachings to abandon the 
Gospels of Christ and the true tenets of our Church and to 
embrace his wicked heresy, be he whosoever, be he an 
angel from Heaven, do not believe him, but curse him and 
forsake him."

Thus the Reformation had no results among the Ru
manians. But it had a great influence on their cultural 
development. A  few years ago Professor I. Lupas wrote: 
“ It is undeniable that the Reformation was responsible for 
eliminating the ecclesiastical use of the Slav tongue and 
introducing Rumanian as the language both of the Church 
and of literature. Rumanian works gradually forced from the 
field the Slav liturgical books, and thus, under the protec
tion of the Protestant Princes of Transylvania, there started 
a literary and cultural current which soon overflowed into 
the Rumanian Principalities and awakened the Rumanian 
spirit from its secular torpor.”

The foundations of Rumanian cultural development both 
in Transylvania and Rumania were laid by Hungarian 
Princes and by a Hungarian religious movement.

No sooner had the Protestant Transylvanian Principality 
come to an end, than the Rumanians were drawn into the 
sphere of a much more powerful factor, the Roman Catholic 
Church, whose influence on their development, both cultural 
and political, proved more enduring.

But that will have to be told in another article.
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CONCERNING THE HISTORY OF THE 
M AGYAR—SLOVAK LANGUAGE FRONTIER

BY

LOUIS KARPATHY

It is an interesting phenomenon that in Hungary until 1934 
demography made no development, — or at any rate 
the development of that science was not on a level with 

that of political historiography, despite the fact that it is 
indispensably necessary as an aid to that science. Prior to 
the first Great War Hungarian science was permeated with 
a spirit of peace and toleration in respect of demographic 
questions. This attitude was the result of the general inner 
equipoise of the country. The Hungarian (Magyar) State- 
idea regarded every ethnic group as a Member. And there 
was no friction within the country as between the several 
peoples. There was nothing whatsoever to urge the scholars 
and research students to carry out ethnographical researches 
for political purposes "in the interest of the ruling race". 
In Hungary all peoples alike were "ruling races” . We may 
say indeed that the “ nationality problems" were imported 
into Hungary from outside. The Rumanian "nationality ques
tion” came into being on the farther side of the Transylva
nian mountains. The Croatian "nationality questions" were 
fanned into flame by Serbian imperialism. The Slovak 
"nationality problem” was brought to Rozsahegy and a few 
other towns in the Hungarian Highlands from Prague. These 
outside influences resorted also to the empty accessories of 
pseudo-science. They would fain employ demographic argu
ments in support of their imperialistic aspirations. This was 
the origin of the false theory known as "Daco-Romanism” , 
as also of the unfounded theory which pretended that the 
Slavs had been in Upper Hungary prior to the coming of 
the Magyars.

Now it is of interest to observe that with the peoples 
living in the immediate neighnourhood of the Magyars de
mographic researches show a development advancing in 
intensity in proportion to the intensification of the political
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propaganda aimed against the Hungarians. The neighbouring 
peoples have placed this science at the service, not of 
objective scientific cognition, hut of political interests. The 
conciliatory attitude of the Magyars in evidence in natio
nality matters —  this fact must not be forgotten in this 
connection —  was late in realising the real situation. Today 
Hungarian demographers have to take the field against a 
whole legion of pseudo-scientific works. Recently there 
appeared in the Slovak book-market a work by Branislav 
Varsik dealing with the development of the Hungarian- 
Slovak language frontier during the last two centuries. A 
point characteristic of the method employed by Varsik is 
that his criterion for deciding whether the several villages 
lying on the Magyar-Slovak language frontier are to be 
regarded as Slovak is whether at any one period of their 
development (at least at one time in their history) they had 
a majority of Slovak inhabitants. The number of sources to 
be consulted is very large; at least about 10 works have to 
be employed for the purpose of re-constructing the na
tionality development of the villages of Northern Hungary 
during the last two centuries. Now Varsik, if he finds one 
of the 10 figures proving the existence of a Slovak majority, 
regards the village in question as an original Slovak settle
ment; in his system no importance whatever attaches to 
the other nine figures showing the Magyar character of the 
village in question. Such a pseudo-scientific method is the 
product of propaganda endeavouring to achieve cheap, 
ephemeral political results.

Not long ago there appeared in the Hungarian book- 
market a work by Stephen Kniezsa, professor in the Univer
sity of Kolozsvar, entitled "Concerning the History of the 
Magyar-Slovak Language Frontier". Kniezsa employs enti
rely different means from those used by Varsik. The first 
thing to be noted in connection with his work is that he 
has nothing whatever to do with (and probably has no 
sense for) ephemeral propaganda as has his Slovak colleague. 
His book is an unpretentious work; but the results obtained 
are all the more unerring. Whereas Varsik roams desultorily 
about the whole Magyar-Slovak language frontier, Kniezsa 
modestly concentrates his researches exclusively on the
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counties of Pozsony and Nyitra. Hereby, on the other hand, 
he has been able to obtain more unequivocal results in the 
smaller area subjected to research.

What are the results obtained by Stephen Kniezsa?
He proves that after the original settlement of the 

Magyars the demographic frontier was 60— 70 kilometres 
farther north than the present Hungarian-Slovak political 
frontier. As is well known, the Magyars enclosed their 
country with a ring of forts (the so-called ‘gyepu" system). 
Respecting this system as existing in the north-western 
districts of Hungary the Hungarian scholar makes the follow
ing statement: — “ The primary object of the most ancient 
Magyar “gyepu ’ system was to safeguard the routes leading 
out of the country. The frontier guards (marchmen) also 
stationed themselves at all times along the roads. Routes of 
the kind leading out of the country were to be found in the 
earliest period also in the territory under discussion, — 
there being two such running from S. to N. through the 
valleys of the Vag and the Nyitra. The “ gyepu" gateway 
near Postyen served to close the road running along the 
banks of the Vag. That the marchmen guarding this “ gyepu" 
gateway were living here already in the tenth century, is 
proved by the Slav nasal vowels preserved in the Magyar 
place-names, which vowels in the tenth century disappeared 
from the Slovak language, being preserved only by being 
taken over by the Magyars ( e. g. Dombo — Slovak Dubovany, 
etc.). Another proof of the presence of a considerable number 
of Magyars is that the Slovaks have here taken over several 
place-names from the Magyar (e. g. Zsolnafalu — Slovak 
Zolnafalu, to the north of Postyen; Veresvar —  Slovak 
Veresvar, Beregszeg —  Beregszeg). In connection with the 
latter borrowing (i. e. that of Beregszeg) we must pause for 
a moment. This borrowing betrays a historical fact of an 
importance that is decidedly surprising. For the "g" sounds 
have disappeared entirely from the Slovak language, having 
changed to “ h". The name of Visegrad, for instance, was 
changed to Visehrad. The transformation of the sound “ g" 
into “ h was completed already in the thirteenth century. 
Consequently, the fact that the Slovak language has taken 
over the name of the village Beregszeg unchanged (i. e.
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with “g” ) proves that the borrowing took place at a time 
when the change of "g” into “ h" in the Slovak language had 
already become a fact. W e repeat: this change must have 
taken place at the end of the thirteenth century; and the fact 
that we find the name of the village Beregszeg unchanged 
in the Slovak language, shows that it was not until after 
the end of the thirteenth century that the Slovaks took over, 
this place-name, —  a circumstance that allows of our presum
ing that it was not until after the thirteenth century that 
the Slovaks appeared in the vicinity of Postyen.

There are numerous other historical facts to support 
Stephen Kniezsa's statement founded upon linguistic data. 
To give one instance, numerous deeds of donation that have 
come down to us from the days of King Robert Charles 
speak of the mountainous district stretching to the north of 
Postyen as entirely uninhabited by human beings, it being the 
haunt of wild animals and in particular of bisons. And the 
circumstance must be emphasised that in Kniezsa’s method 
the facts shown by the Slovak language endorse this his
torical truth.

This is what the alleged autochthonism of the Slovaks 
in the Hungarian Highlands looks like in reality. The Slo
vaks moved into these territories from Moravia through the 
passes of the Carpathians. Slovak propaganda still claims 
the roughly 600.000 Moravian Slovaks living within the terri
tory of the Moravian Protectorate. The settlement of this 
mass of more than half a million souls still remains entirely 
unexplained by Slovak historians. That the Slovaks of 
Moravia continually migrated to Northern Hungary through 
the passes of the Carpathians, is shown by numerous histo
rical data. The liberal-minded nationality policy of the 
Hungarian Kingdom never threw any obstacles in the way 
of immigrants. And in establishing these facts we would 
merely note our determination not to allow the ancient Ma
gyar character of these territories to be bargained away by 
the machinations of the pseudo-scientific propaganda of the 
Slovaks.
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THE REGENT’S SPEECH AT SZABADKA ON 
THE .-HUNGARIAN BREAD D AY”
Premier de Bardossy: —  “ A strong Hungary is the 
surest guarantee of peace and order in this part of 
Europe.”

A t Szabadka, the capital of the “Bacska", a New Bread 
festival was held on 27th June. To this splendid 
pageant a historical significance was lent by the 

presence of Adm iral and Madame de Horthy. Greeted by a 
salute o f cannon and the cheers o f tens o f thousands the 
Regent and Madame Horthy entered the town. July 27th 
will be a memorable day for Szabadka, a town that suffered 
much during the Yugoslav era; and for days beforehand 
great preparations for the Hungarian Bread Day were in 
progress.

The special train conveying the Regent arrived at the 
station of Kelebia in the early hours of the morning. Admiral 
and Madame de Horthy were accompanied by M. Ladislas 
de Bardossy, vitez General Louis Keresztes-Fischer (Artil
lery), vitez General Nicholas Koos, the Regent's chief aide- 
de-camp, M. Anthony Ullein\Reviczky, Minister Plenipoten
tiary, chief of the Press Department, and travel Marshal 
Colonel George Brunsvik de Korompa. In the morning 
Madame de Horthy attended mass in the church at Kelebia. 
Shortly after 10 o'clock the special train started for Szabadka. 
When it crossed the former Serb frontier the bells in the 
suburbs of Szabadka began to peal.

At the magnificently decorated railway station of Sza
badka vitez Lieutenant-General Anthony Csillery, com
mander of an army corps, Lieutenant-General Bela Novako- 
vics, retired head of the military administration in the 
restored areas of Southern Hungary, Brigadier-General 
Count Marcel Stomm, General Desiderius Bitto, military 
commander of Szabadka, and Colonel Ladislas Deak, 
regimental commander, were waiting to receive the distin
guished guests. On leaving the train the Regent passed along 
the lines of a regiment of the National Defence Army.
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When Madame de Horthy and Premier de Bardossy left the 
train, they were greeted with loud cheers by the people of 
Szabadka. After the Regent had passed along the line of 
soldiers drawn up in his honour, he was met by M. George 
Santha, former president of the Magyar Party in Yugo
slavia, who welcomed him with a moving address. Admiral 
and Madame de Horthy were then conducted to a car, 
which conveyed them to the scene of the festival. The 
Regent's entry into Szabadka, the capital of the Bacska, 
took place amidst rousing cheers that followed him all along 
the route.

On his arrival at the dais the Regent smilingly bowed 
to right and left, and Madame de Horthy waved her hand 
to a group of Szabadka women and young girls. Then they 
took their seats and the festival of the Hungarian Bread
Day began.

First a procession of "Bacska” peasants bearing flags 
and banners with the names of their villages filed past. The 
hats of the young men were adorned with feathergrass, and 
all the girls carried bouqiiets of wild flowers. Then, on a 
kind of stretcher covered with gaily coloured homespun 
linen, they brought crisp loaves of the new wheat covered 
with a fine lace kerchief. The bearers of this bread halted 
in front of Admiral and Madame de Horthy in the middle of 
the huge square.

Premier de Bardossy’s Speech.

Premier de Bardossy then stepped forward and deli
vered the following address: —  "It is with homage that I 
greet Your Highnesses here in the liberated southern areas. 
This is Magyar soil: the blood and labours of generations, 
the steel of sword and plough, have made it truly and 
immutably Magyar. After 22 years of bitter bondage, the 
first Magyar festival here is the festival of New Bread, 
joyfully held by the restored areas with all their inhabitants, 
by the descendants of the Magyars who conquered this land 
and built up the Hungarian State, and by the loyal descen
dants of German, Bunyevatz and Shokatz settlers of a later 
period, who are now linked to the Magyars by ties forged 
during centuries of peaceful symbiosis.
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"This festival i6 being held in troublous times. On the 
distant battlefields in Europe and on the seas death is 
reaping a terrible harvest, but we have met to celebrate the 
harvest of life, the harvest of the blessed wheatfields that 
give us our bread. While far away in the North the pride of 
the Hungarian nation, our glorious army, is shedding its 
blood and giving its life for the safety of this country and a 
new and just European order that no machinations will ever 
threaten to disturb again, here in liberated Southern Hun
gary we stand with heartfelt emotion round the table bear
ing God’s blessed gift of bread. This bread is a sacred 
symbol proving that the people of Southern Hungary have 
been able to endure the trials imposed upon them by Provi
dence. It symbolizes the fact that through all the persecu
tions and cruelties of the past 22 years they continued to 
plough and sow, confident that the day would come when 
they should also reap. For this loyalty of the people of 
Southern Hungary, for their unshaken faith, I now wish, in 
the presence of His Highness the Regent, to express the 
admiration and undying gratitude of the whole Hungarian 
nation. The same admiration and gratitude is also due to 
our splendid Hungarian army, which here in Southern Hun
gary obtained justice for humiliated Hungary. Do we require 
any greater proof of the constructive will of the Hungarian 
nation than the fact that amidst the storms of war, trusting 
in Divine Providence, we are continuing our labours with 
greater zeal than ever?"

A strong Hungary is the surest guarantee of peace and 
order.

"A  thousand years ago the Magyars came to this part 
of Europe as a fighting race of horsemen; but this blessed 
land took us to its bosom and turned the grandchildren of 
a warrior race into peaceful tillers of the soil. To fight and 
till the soil: these are the vocations of the Magyar, The 
hand which tills the soil and gathers the ears of wheat 
becomes a fist of steel when anyone tries to steal our bread 
away from us. We are children of the soil. We are ready 
to defend our rights, but we are also peacefully disposed 
and full of goodwill when nobody injures us. In the course 
of our history we have received with open arms all who
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approached us kindly. All we asked of them was that they 
should respect this country, love its people and keep its laws 
loyally. The bitter experiences of the past 22 years must 
have convinced our brethren of other tongues that for them 
a strong and united Hungary represents their best chance 
of prosperity. A strong Hungary is the surest guarantee of 
peace and order and honest work in this part of Europe.

"Besides defending its own most sacred interests, it 
has been the historical vocation of the Hungarian nation to 
serve Europe with labour and, when necessary, with armed 
force. This it has always done, and it is doing so today. 
The nation has never taken up arms except to defend peace 
and the possibilities of life-giving work. We do not want 
what belongs to others, we do not pursue illusions, we are 
not led astray by false dreams; but no risk is great enough 
to deter us from defending the heritage left us by our 
forefathers, our beloved Hungary, which has been consecrated 
by the blood and sweat of our ancestors. This vocation of 
ours has placed us on the side of the friendly German and 
Italian nations now engaged in creating a new order in 
Europe. In war we seek life, the protection of life. Thanks 
be to the Magyar peasants who have tilled the soil and 
have placed bread on the table of the nation.

"If we want to have bread in abundance, we must all 
be ready to work for it, to strive to our utmost. We are 
doing what we can to increase production, to make everyone’s 
slice of bread bigger by means of agricultural education, the 
extension of our growing network of roads, the establish
ment of marketing co-operative societies, by loans and above 
all by a sounder and juster distribution of land.

“The tillers of the soil must be made to feel that they 
are not merely husbanding their own little plots of ground, 
but that with their diligence and labour they are giving the 
whole nation what it requires.”

Let there be no sabotage of our national work.

"Like the peasants who perform their arduous tasks, 
every single Magyar must do his everyday duties. Let us 
do all we can to ensure that as large a loaf of as good bread
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as possible be set on the table of every Magyar family, 
that there shall be no hungry mouths in this country, and 
let us keep strict watch that there shall be no sabotage of 
our national work.

“Amidst the troubles, sufferings and misery that today 
have overwhelmed so many other countries let us all cul
tivate discipline, understanding and patience. And when we 
are forced to do without many things, let us remember the 
trials of others which we have been spared by a merciful 
Providence. Let us give thanks to the Almighty for this.

“Then let us approach the Head of this nation, our 
beloved Regent, with homage and affection. The major part 
of the work of directing the steps of the nation and further
ing its interests, the lion's share of worry and responsibility, 
falls to the nation's leader. Twenty two years ago Your 
Highness undertook the gigantic task of ruling over a 
devastated country, a crushed nation, a destitute people. For 
this we owe Your Highness an overwhelming debt of 
gratitude. Thanks to Your Highness’s unshaken faith and 
inspiriting example this nation has recovered, and under 
your guidance is now engaged in rebuilding the country. 
Whatever trials the future may bring, we shall not be 
daunted by them. We beg the Almighty to give Your High
ness health and strength for the arduous task of ruling this 
country. May God bless Your Highness, Madame de Horthy 
and all the members of your family!”

When the Premier had finished Professor Joseph 
Bogner recited Petofi's poem “Black Bread” . Then M. 
Joseph Dobo, a peasant farmer from Horgos, raised the 
lace covering the white bread and carrying a loaf to the 
Regent presented it, saying: —  “ With homage I present to 
Your Highness the fruit of the Hungarian soil."

The Regent’s Speech.

Admiral Horthy rose from his seat and addressed 
the festive gathering in the following words: —

“ This year again Divine Providence has permitted us 
to reap the fruit of the labour of diligent hands and of the 
fertile Magyar soil.
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“ The sunshine of Southern Hungary, now again part of 
the mother-country, ripened the wheat sown by the loyal 
people of this region, who now place the fruit of their 
labours on the table of the nation.

"Let us give thanks to God above for it and to the 
cultivators of the soil for their hard and zealous work.

"It is with pleasure that I cut this loaf, the symbol of 
Hungarian bread, of which may everyone, young and old, 
rich and poor, receive a plentiful share. May God's blessing 
rest on the work of those who till the land!"

The Regent then shook the horny hand of the peasant 
farmer and, clasping the huge loaf, cut it in two with a 
large bread-knife. When Madame de Horthy had examined 
the new bread, the loaf was returned to M. Dobo.

The other items of the programme followed in quick 
succession. A  group of peasant girls presented Madame de 
Horthy with a wreath of ears of wheat. Then a unmber of 
delegations marched in procession past the Regent's dais. 
First came 102 delegations from the "Bacska", then others 
from Counties Pest, Baranya, Somogy, Zala, Csongrad and 
Torontal. They were followed by other delegations from 
Upper Hungary and Transylvania.
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SCHEME FOR HUGE INVESTMENTS FOR 
UP-TO-DATE DEVELOPMENT OF 

AGRICULTURE

A  few days ago Baron Daniel Banffy, Minister for 
Agriculture, announced that he was initiating a new, 
large-scale investments scheme. The whole invest

ments programme has one single object in view —  the up- 
to-date development of Hungarian agriculture, the enhance
ment of production to the highest possible level, and the 
qualitative and quantitative improvement of that produc
tion. The Government is appropriating for this purpose an 
amount which in view of the financial capacity of the State 
is an exceptionally large one —  a milliard pengo, the period 
fixed for the practical realisation of the scheme to be ten 
years. The amount needed to finance the scheme it is pro
posed to secure partly within the framework of the 
Estimates, partly by having recourse to the resources of 
private capital; should that prove insufficient to cover the 
amount required, it is proposed to provide for the raising 
of the sums not secured by means of Treasury guaranty 
transactions.

This is the second programme involving the outlay of 
a milliard drafted within a short period for the purpose of 
serving the interests of Hungarian economic life and thereby 
the welfare and advance of the country as a whole. The 
first of these programmes was elaborated by the late M. 
Kalman Daranyi when Prime Minister, the scheme being 
announced by him in the memorable speech made before his 
constituents at Gyor. This programme originally proposed 
the appropriation of 600 million pengo for the development 
of the National Defence Army and for the employment on 
a large scale of the capacity of the country’s industry, a 
considerable amount figuring in the scheme also for the deve
lopment of agriculture. At that time the second Great War 
was already casting its shadow before, and steps had to be 
taken to begin without delay the up-to-date equipment of 
the National Defence Army and to expand the framework
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of that Army. Taking into account the vital interests of the 
country, the Government first of all carried into effect the 
National Defence part of the programme; and the nearer we 
came to the now familiar events of 1938, the more clearly 
did it become evident that the Government's foresight had 
been fully justified. As a consequence of the development 
of the international situation practically the whole amount 
of 600 millions appropriated for investments was employed 
for National Defence purposes, other available sums being 
also used for the development of our National Defence Army.

With the assistance of the Powers with which Hungary 
is on friendly terms the foreign policy of the country has 
in recent years re-acquired considerable areas of its former 
territory. In the absence of a modem army we should have 
been quite unable to carry out the important operations 
involved. This fact in itself proves that the large-scale invest
ments programme the foundations of which were laid by the 
late KalmcLn Daranyi, served objects which were of an im
peratively urgent character. The restoration of certain parts 
of Upper Hungary, and of Transylvania and of Sub-Carpa- 
thia, completely endorsed the wisdom of the late Premier's 
foresight. The splendidly equipped, strong National Defence 
Army has enhanced the country's prestige and authority in 
the eyes of the outside world and has vindicated that posi
tion among the European peoples to which Hungary is 
entitled by virtue of her thousand years’ past and of her 
historical mission. Our excellent National Defence Army 
has since then become a safeguard in the Valley of the 
Danube of the new European Order based upon justice and 
is still showing itself to be an eminent factor in the struggle 
now being waged against bolshevism.

Better Utilisation of the Soil of the Aggrandised Country.

The new investments programme is to serve exclusively 
tbe development of agriculture. The relevant Bill has already 
been drafted; and the Government is to have it passed by both 
Houses of Parliament this autumn. The idea inspiring the 
Minister of Agriculture in initiating this second investments 
scheme involving the outlay of a milliard pengd was that,
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the country having increased in area and there having been 
a gratifying increase in the land and the population, it was 
a. matter of prime importance to utilise to the best advantage 
the values latent in the soil.

The Government has foreseen the outlay of 1000 million 
pengo for this purpose. When we consider the significance 
of the objects being served by the scheme, we must admit 
that the sum involved is not excessive. Yet under prevail
ing conditions it certainly entails a considerable sacrifice — 
a circumstance illustrated in an adequate manner by the 
following comparison: — during the last 15 years the 
aggregate amount included in the Estimates to cover the 
administrative and operating expenses of the Department of 
Agriculture was altogether 650 million pengo; while under 
this new scheme the Government proposes to spend over a 
period of ten years the sum of 1000 million pengo exclusively 
to further the up-to-date development of our agriculture — 
to raise the quantitative and qualitative level of production 
and to carry into effect the reforms in the field of agricul
tural administration connected therewith.

The Bill provides "for the development of agriculture.” 
In connection with the carrying into effect of the scheme 
a preliminary administrative and financial programme of 
work has also been drafted.

As already noted, the Bill is in reality a production 
Bill. This has been rendered necessary also by the fact that 
in recent years, as a consequence of the events now familiar 
to everyone, certain measures — e. g. the intensification of 
the land reform scheme, more particularly in connection 
with the taking over of estates belonging to Jews, the 
determination of minimum wages, the various social reforms 
— have been effected which provisionally at least have de
volved certain burdens upon agriculture in particular and 
upon the whole country in general. Moreover, for national 
defence and other reasons of actual importance too it is 
imperatively necessary to enhance the capacity to contribute; 
and that end cannot be attained except by increasing produc
tion and the earnings resulting from that production. The 
Bill for the development of agriculture serves also the 
purpose of rendering more equitable the distribution of
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income and takes into special account the class of small
holders and the interests of agricultural labourers.

It goes without saying that in return for the great sacri
fices it is making the State expects the persons concerned 
to undertake obligations. It will require every one to  accom 
m odate himself to the postulates of the general order of 
national production. T o further this end the Bill provides 
that direct intervention may be resorted to in cases where 
a landowner fails to  cultivate his estate or where his method 
of farming runs counter to the postulates of rational 
husbandry.

In his statement explaining the im portance o f the new 
Bill Baron Daniel Banffy emphasised that nearly three 
fourths of the area of the country under agrarian cultivation 
and four fifths of the live stock are in the hands of small 
farmers. A s a result of the land po licy  pursued by the 
Government this ratio will in the future advance still further; 
for the Government regards the increase in numbers and 
the strengthening o f the position of the smallholders as a 
primary national object. The agrarian policy  o f the future 
will be a characteristically sm allholder policy.

Village (Parish) Model Farms: Experimental Estates.

Of great importance are those measures which the 
Minister proposes to institute for the developm ent o f agri
cultural (professional) education. The winter agricultural 
schools and the courses in agriculture are all to  serve this 
purpose. Measures must be taken to support the agricul
tural labourers; otherwise it will be impossible to achieve 
any great results. The Government desires to  reinforce in a 
rational manner and on a large scale the experimental 
agricultural institutions. The ob ject in view is that all 
farmers alike shall be put in possession o f all the necessary 
expert knowledge. Steps are to be taken to establish a system 
of village (parish) model farms and to create the institution 
of experimental estates in the various counties, the number 
of such estates to correspond to that of the political hundreds. 
The heads (managers) o f the village (parish) m odel farms 
are to be owners o f  small and dwarf holdings; while in the
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counties the experimental estates are to be managed by 
farmers possessing higher qualifications.

We would stress the following additional details of the 
gigantic scheme involved: —

The Government is to control to a certain extent the 
work of production. It will grant special benefits in respect 
of taxation and of other matters to such as materially 
enhance the productive capacity of the soil, or grow plants 
or breed animals respectively which involve greater economic 
advantages to the country.

The land must be cultivated rationally. The Govern
ment will not tolerate the existence of even a single farmer 
who neglects his duty as a husbandman. The profits accruing 
from agrarian production must fall primarily to the share of 
the farmers, so that in cases where the betterment of the 
marketing conditions renders such a course necessary, the 
Government may ordain the compulsory amalgamation of 
producers, as also the official supervision of sales and 
purchases.

A  reform of great importance is that the agricultural 
administration is to be extended to the villages (parishes) 
as the smallest units, the object being to provide that not 
a single measure shall be inadequately carried into effect. 
The work of attending to the agenda of the lowest units of 
the agricultural administration is to be entrusted to village 
reeves being employees serving under contract.
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CONCERNING Dr. BENES’S RECENT MANIFESTO
Quite recently Dr. Bene§ once more addressed the outside 

world through the microphone of a foreign radio. He once more 
proclaimed Czechoslovakism —  i. e. the idea aiming at the 
amalgamation of Czechs and Slovaks — , his object being thereby 
to again interfere arbitrarily in the matter of the adjustment of 
Central Europe.

In the eyes of history there is not the remotest doubt as 
to the value of Czechoslovakism as a State-idea; so long as 
that territory was compelled to form part of the Czecho-Slovak 
Republic, the economic life of Northern Hungary was exposed 
to a process of dissolution and decay. But even when the 
virulence of the Czecho-Slovak Republic was at its height and 
even after the completion of the work of destroying the industry 
of Northern Hungary, in 1930, the economic activity of the areas 
torn from the body of Hungary still gravitated southwards in the 
direction of the other Hungarian provinces.

By way of illustrating the looseness during the Czech rule 
of the economic connection between the former Austrian 
provinces and the territories wrested from Hungary, we would 
merely cite the statistical data officially issued relating to the 
goods traffic of the year 1929. It was in that year that Czecho
slovakia enjoyed the highest conjuncture, its trade with Hungary 
being normal too, since the denouncement of the commercial 
treaty by the Czechs did not ensue until 1930.

In the year in question (1929) the quantities of goods 
transported from Slovakia to the districts of the various railway 
managements of the historical provinces were as follows: —
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( in  thousands of tons)
From Pozsony 73 128 92 390 370 155 1,208
From Kassa 44 102 104 101 1,027 245 1,625

Quantities of goods transported from the historical provinces 
(as above) to Slovakia: —
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To Pozsony 38 42 27 207 1,018 87 1,419
To Kassa 15 17 8 30 886 25 981

2,400

The total inland goods traffic of the Czecho-Slovak State 
Railways according to the official statistics in 1929 amounted 
to altogether 61,465 tons, —  the quotas of this aggregate traffic 
falling to the share of Slovakia being 4.65% in the case of goods 
transported from Slovakia to the historical provinces and 3.9*/# 
in that of goods transported from the historical provinces to 
Slovakia. The total traffic (taking the traffic in both directions) 
was therefore 8.55°/o of the aggregate volume of goods carried 
by the State Railways; and 60°/o of this traffic was carried to the 
district of the Olmiitz management, which was nearest 
geographically. The trade between Slovakia and the Western 
half of the Republic was so infinitesimal as not to be of the 
slightest importance economically. In the same year (1929), 
however, Slovakia and Ruthenia delivered to Hungary 1,698,630 
tons of goods, despite the fact that the exchange of goods was 
materially hampered by political frontiers and customs dues. On 
the other hand, the circumstance that during the same year 
Hungary delivered only 300,000 tons of goods to the districts 
of the Upper Hungary of pre-Trianon days, shows how much 
greater is the interest of those districts attaching to the 
maintenance of close trade relations with Hungary than vice 
versa.

Nothing proves more strikingly the natural economic 
gravitation of Slovakia and Ruthenia towards the Hungarian 
Lowlands than the official Czech data quoted above. All that 
Trianon succeeded in doing was to change the political frontiers; 
the prevailing natural and geographical conditions kept the 
interdependence of the regions concerned unchanged.

In the light of the figures given above it was strange to 
hear Dr. Bene§ again obtruding his Czechoslovakism! Nevertheless, 
however great his obstinacy and his thirst for power may be, there 
is no disguising the real facts. What the peace treaties committed 
at Benes’s suggestion, must never be committed again. This man 
worked at the Peace Conference with Satanic tactics. Not only 
was he ignorant of the economic and geopolitical inter
dependences of Central Europe; he deliberately lied whenever 
these questions were broached. He advanced shallow streamlets 
to the dignity of navigable rivers and was indefatigable in
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fabricating statistics whenever the question of "status quo" was 
discussed at the Peace Conference. But the twenty years of 
Czecho-Slovakia's existence weighed the value of Benes’s 
aspirations in the balance and has damned those ambitions for 
ever in the eyes of world history.

THE "BACSKA" UNDER RE-CONSTRUCTION
In our last issue we dealt with the development of the 

districts of Southern Hungary which have been re-incorporated 
in the mother country only a few months. It was practically 
impossible within the limits of a single article to give an account 
of the constructive work in progress in the re-incorporated 
districts. The first and the most important task facing the State 
after the restoration was to re-adjust the unfortunate public 
conditions brought about partly by the activity of the Serbs 
during the past year and partly by the short war. This work of 
re-adjustment was furthered by the military administration, 
which rid this peaceful part of the country of the disturbing 
elements and once more enabled the industrious to resume their 
work. The military administration has now completed the task 
entrusted to it and is already gradually handing over its functions 
to the civil administration which is doing its work honestly and 
impartially in every part of the Kingdom of St. Stephen and 
among citizens of every race and tongue alike. After solving 
the question of public administration the Government began the 
work of economically and socially re-constructing the re-incor
porated districts of Southern Hungary. This territory is probably 
the most fertile land in Europe. To the Southerner the wheat of 
the South means life, while its development and its sale means 
more human conditions of living. Richly fertile as the soil of 
this Canaan is, its agriculture —  the factor of subsistence —  
was found to be in a very backward state, not having kept pace 
with the agrarian development of the past twenty years. The 
moment the work of re-construction was started, the Hungarian 
Government made it its primary object to raise the agriculture of 
the district to a European level. For that purpose the Govern
ment has begun to build an agricultural college in the metropolis 
of the “Bacska” ; while on the one hand rebuilding and repairing 
the old secondary agricultural school ruined by the Serbians 
during the period of their occupation, the Government is granting 
a subsidy of 500,000 pengo as contribution towards the cost of 
building a boarding school to accommodate 120 pupils and is 
establishing an experimental estate of some 600 yokes. It will 
be the business of the agricultural college to advance the soil of 
the "Bacska” once more to the high level at which it stood prior 
to the outbreak of the Great War in 1914. The development of 
agriculture is also the purpose of the measures and building
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operations undertaken for the repair of roads, bridges and canals. 
A ll the bridges in the re-incorporated territories of Southern 
Hugary have now been repaired; and the Francis Joseph Canal 
— the waterway connecting the Danube and the Tisza —  is in 
a few days to be once more opened for traffic. That will con
tribute to facilitate the marketing of agrarian produce. The land 
reform scheme will be carried into effect, —  though on the 
present occasion in a more humane and a juster form; and the 
place of the Serbians who have fled from the "B&cska” will be 
taken by the autochthonous inhabitants, to whom the abandoned 
estates of the Serbians will be allotted. The Government attaches 
great importance also to the cultivation of the industrial plants  
which as a consequence of the shortage of raw materials are 
in demand throughout the whole of Europe. These industrial 
plants afford their growers a larger yield than that accruing 
from the cereals grown under the older farming system. For 
that very reason the Government guarantees gratis seeds to all 
growers prepared to cultivate industrial plants. This seed action 
has already splendid results to show; for there is every 
probability that during the course of the autumn fifteen times 
the area utilised for the purpose last year will be sown with 
industrial plants.

In the cultural field great importance attaches to the 
School Ordinance issued by the Government during the current 
month. Under this ordinance of far-reaching importance children 
are to be taught in the schools in their mother tongue; the object 
of Government in issuing this ordinance being to set an example 
of a more humane treatment of the nationalities. The number 
of secondary and elementary school teachers has been increased; 
and the teachers in question have already taken the oath of 
allegiance. It should be noted that in the field of social policy 
the "Green Cross Movement” which has attained such splendid 
results has begun to function both in the ‘'Bacska" and in the 
re-incorporated districts of Baranya County. In the villages 
“Health Homes”, dispensaries for the treatment of lung d iseases  
and children s day-homes are being built; while the Green Cross 
Sisters are touring the countryside to bring health and healing 
to hundreds of villagers so often suffering from malaria and 
pulmonary affections. At Szabadka a largescale children's 
hospital and infant school are being built; while at Cheese the first 
of many hundreds of workers’ dwellings to be erected have been 
completed and allotted to poorer workers.

In all towns and larger villages in the "Bacska" the N ational 
Labour Exchange has established its branch organisations for 
the purpose of offering assistance to the labourers of Southern 
Hungary. Organisations have been established also by the 
National Union of Hungarian Women for the purpose of being
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able to offer immediate assistance in cultural and social matters 
to all families in need thereof.

During the twenty years that have just passed the towns 
wasted away for neglect, so that they today wear the appearance 
of mere villages. The active work for the re-invigoration of these 
towns has already begun: and large-scale town-building
operations are already in progress at Szabadka, Zombor and 
Zenta.

CIVIL ADMINISTRATION ALREADY INTRODUCED 
IN SOUTHERN HUNGARY

On August 15th, 1941, in Southern Hungary —  the last of 
the re-incorporated regions to be restored to the mother country 
— the military administration made way for the civil 
administration. The military administration had created order 
and laid the foundations for the work of re-construction. In 
introducing civil administration in these dictricts the Hungarian 
Government desred to manifest its wish that Hungary should 
rest on the foundation of the St. Stephens ideas according to 
which all Hungarian citizens of whatever race or tongue are 
equal in rank and enjoy equal treatment. The three lord 
lieutenants appointed to serve in Southern Hungary —  Dr. Leo 
Deak, Dr. Ivan Reok and Dr. Peter Fernbach —  are all the 
scions of ancient "Bacska” families and remained in that region 
during the 22 years of Serbian occupation in the service of the 
St. Stephen ideas. Dr. Leo Deak was President of the Magyar 
Party and protected the Magyar minority against Serbian 
oppression. Dr. Ivan Reok and Dr. Peter Fernbach all took 
prominent parts in the minority life of the past twenty years.

RECONSTRUCTION IN TRANSYLVANIA
On more than one occasion we have written of the heroic 

work being done by the Hungarian Government and the 
Hungarian nation to restore the parts of Hungary that were 
separated from the mother-country for twenty years to their 
former economic and cultural level. It is now a year since 
Transylvania returned to Hungary, and if those who knew that 
province during its period of slavery were to visit it now, they 
would see that it has made great progress since then. Immediately 
after the appearance of the Hungarian army the work of recon
struction began. In a very short time roads, bridges and railways 
gave proof of the vitality of the people of Transylvania and of 
the solicitude of the Hungarian Government. Roads are still in
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process of construction, and redoubled efforts will soon result 
in making Transylvania again a useful and productive part, not 
only of Hungary but also of Europe, thus adding to the 
prosperity of its people.

One of the old problems of Transylvanian economy is the 
question of industrialization. Transylvania is incapable of 
supplying its own agricultural needs, and is dependent on the 
mother-country for agricultural produce. On the other hand its 
hitherto unexploited natural resources promise prosperous 
industrial development. Preparations have been begun for the 
erection of a power-station of American dimensions at Gyergyo. 
By exploiting the water-power of Lake Gyilkos and the river 
Bekas this power-station will be able to generate a current of 
1600-—1800 H. P. It will not only supply the adjacent towns and 
villages with electric current, but will also be a great help to 
the sawmills. When it is ready Transylvania will have made 
great strides towards electrification. During the past twenty 
years Eastern Hungary and the restored areas of Transylvania 
were very poorly supplied with electricity. About 32°/o of Trianon 
Hungary was electrified, but only about 4% of the restored 
district of Transylvania. This unfavourable comparison is all the 
more striking if we remember that before the last Great War 
the Hungarian Government had begun to electrify the Transyl
vanian areas on a large scale. This work was allowed to lapse 
and was even restroyed by the Rumanians. Besides the erection 
of a power-station at Gyergyo, another plan of great importance, 
the financial preparations for which are approaching conclusion, 
is the scheme to construit an electric line capable of carrying
100.000 volts between Kolozsvar, Nagyvarad, Debrecen and 
Nyiregyhaza. This work, which will cost several million pengd, 
is to be begun shortly, and its completion will greatly assist the 
Hungarian Government in its effort to electrify Transylvania and 
thus promote the development of industry in that region.

Another thing that is closely connected with the 
industrialization of Transylvania is the extensive prospecting 
wirk that is being done under the guidance of M. Varga, 
Minister for Industry, and which has already proved very 
succesful in discovering natural gas. According to M. Varga 
large quantities of natural gas have been discovered around 
Szamosujvar and Marosvasarhely, and the buildings required for 
its exploitation are now under construction. When they are ready 
they will prove of great advantage to the industrial plants 
already in existence and to those about to be established in that 
district.

The Hungarian Government is doing all that is humanly 
possible to raise the level of economy in those sorely tried 
regions, but all its work would be of no avail without the co 
operation of private capital. For this reason the Government
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goes to all possible lengths in its efforts to assist private enter- 
prize. One of the must striking examples of this is afforded by 
the development noticeable in the case of County Haromszek. 
In consequence of the frontier drawn by the Vienna Award that 
county lost the factories dealing with its raw products, which 
in the past were what provided the people of the county with a 
means of livelihood. Last month factory after factory was 
established, this not only compensating in productive capacity 
for those lost, but even surpassing them. With the aid of 
Government loans a sugar refinery, a large brewery and malt 
factory and a flax and hemp mill have been or are being built.

An important role is being played in Transylvanian economy 
by the Hangya Co-operative Society, so much so that to omit 
mention thereof would be to give an incomplete picture of the 
whole. It was thanks to the Hangya that despoiled Transylvania 
was provided with the needful commodities immediately after 
its restoration. The Hangya makes provision not only for its 
own local branches, but also for other retail dealers. . The 
Hangya is now engaged in strenuous productive work. In order 
to ensure a livelihood to the population it has organized an 
export trade which secures better prices for Transylvania's 
products. Loans to encourage the fattening of pigs have been 
issued to small farmers. Depots for collecting eggs, fruit, 
medicinal herbs and feathers have been opened, and distilleries 
of vinegar, brandy and spirits have been established by the 
Hangya. In industry as well as in commerce that co-operative 
society is doing the lion's share of the work of reconstruction 
in Transylvania.

In the sphere of culture the Government has reorganized 
.education. The number of teachers in the nationality as well as 
in the Magyar schools has been increased, new elementary 
schools have been established and a new 120 kilowatt broad
casting station is to be set up in Kolozsvar. Very important for 
the national minorities is the Ordinance issued by the Minister 
of Education which deals with the secondary school education 
of non-Magyar children. In terms thereof, in schools where 
hitherto teaching was bilingual, where the children were taught 
in Hungarian as well as in their mother-tongue, in future the 
pupils’ mother-tongue is to be the only medium of instruction. 
In those schools the children belonging to the national minorities 
will be taught in their own languages and Hungarian will merely 
be taught as a subject. This Ordinance has been welcomed with 
great satisfaction by all the nationalities in Hungary.

Europe is in the throes of war; all the world over constructive 
work has to contend with the greatest difficulties, and yet the 
areas restored to Hungary a year ago are progressing and 
developing and finding their way back to a European level from 
the slough of the Balkans.
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HUNGARIAN INDUSTRY

The war has proved beyond a doubt, not only the great 
importance of Hungarian industry from the point of view of the 
country's economic life and social development, but also that 
the highly-developed industrialisation of the country has very 
considerably multiplied the striking power of the country's 
national defence system. Its recognition of this fact is responsible 
for the extreme pleasure with which Hungarian public opinion 
has taken cognizance of the Government's industrial policy and 
schemes for the development of industry and for the sincere 
enthusiasm with which it has endorsed that policy.

In connection with the ensuring of the continuity of 
industrial operations the most serious problems which confront 
the Government under the present war conditions are those 
incidental to the procural of raw materials.

As a consequence of the relentless British blockade weighing 
so heavily on the whole of Europe there is a shortage in overseas 
raw materials, not only in belligerent, but also in non-belligerent 
and neutral countries. The deficiencies have to be compensated 
for either by the opening up of inland sources of raw materials 
or by the manufacture of artificial materials, though partly also 
by a judicious and elastic commercial policy.

The Hungarian Government is making full use of all three 
expedients. M. Joseph Varga, Minister for Industry, has repeatedly 
spoken of the probing and boring work being done all over the 
country for the purpose of discovering fresh sources of raw 
materials. These prospecting operations have been facilitated by 
the four additions of territory secured by the restoration of 
areas wrested from Hungary in 1920, the country having thereby 
re-acquired the possession of very valuable mining districts. Two 
months ago the Government presented to Parliament a contract 
made with one of the largest German concerns in the matter of 
prospecting for oil; though in addition Hungarian experts are 
continuously engaged in the work of prospecting for oil, natural 
gas, coal, iron and other ores.

Provision has also been made for the utilisation of raw 
materials previously not employed for industrial purposes, and 
for placing the same at the service of the public needs. A 
measure taken with that object was, for instance, that which 
made obligatory the employment of pigskin for the manufacture 
of sole leather and uppers.

To increase the volume of textile raw materials a thread 
known as “kotonin” is being manufactured out of the flax and 
hemp straw previously used exclusively as litter; this thread 
has proved of very great value as a material for mixing with 
others. After successful experiments it has proved possible to 
obtain a good quality of lubricating oil from inland mineral oils;
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in the past this article had to be imported, there being no such 
article obtainable in Hungary. To replace the oils required for 
drugs and medicaments means have been found to extract oil 
from vegetable seeds cultivated in our country.

Work is being done on an enormous scale for the purpose 
of developing our sources of energy.

During the twelve months from July 1st, 1940, to June 30th, 
1941, the electrification of a further 24 parishes was completed 
and preparations made for the electrification of another 165 
parishes (villages and townships). Thereby the total length of 
high-tension cables in the country was increased by altogether 
318 kilometres. Electric energy is being utilised on an increasing 
scale for industrial purposes too, —  a circumstance that involves 
a saving of coal.

New Factories Being Built.
So far as the immediate development of industry is con

cerned, the Ministry is endeavouring to further the establishment 
of new plants or the expansion respectively of plants already in 
existence the raw materials required by which are to hand in 
the country —  or such as are of importance from the point of 
view of national defence interests or as employing a large 
volume of labour. Some time back the Minister for Industry 
announced the building of a new aluminium factory, speaking 
also of the fact that the establishment of an artificial fibre and 
artificial silk thread factory was in progress too, the raw material 
required by the latter being to hand in the mighty forests of 
the re-incorporated territories. Work is also in progress for the 
construction of a Hungarian artificial rubber factory to be 
founded with the object of ensuring the country the supply of 
a material not procurable today. The primary point in the 
programme for the development of existing factories is the 
modernisation of the obsolete technical equipment. The Ministry 
for Industry is elaborating a new Bill for the development of 
industry which is taking into account technical progress and the 
changed times. Another Draft Bill deals with the formation of 
compulsory "trusts” and with the adjustment of the work of 
establishing and expanding industrial undertakings.

Besides developing manufacturing industry the Ministry is 
permanently engaged in supporting craftsmen and artisans and 
in furthering the development of the crafts. Last year nearly
500,000 pengo were granted to craftsmen and tradesmen in the 
form of personal loans (without security); 163,000 pengo being 
loaned in the form of cottage industry relief and 52,000 pengo 
in that of machine subsidies. A  further sum of 34,000 peng6 was 
granted for the building of halls for industrial corporations. This 
May the three-thousandth industrial continuation course given 
since 1936 was held. The enhancement of expert qualifications
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is the object of the artisans’ workshops, the number of which 
has now increased to 120. The work of collecting data for the 
purpose of realising a scheme of pensions for craftsmen and 
artisans, has been completed; decisive steps may be expected 
to be taken in this matter in the near future.

19 million pengo for "family allowances” of industrial workers.
In the field of social policy the Government has despite the 

war conditions maintained in force the provisions of the existing 
laws. The work of fixing minimum wages has been continued; 
and when conditions changed, in view of the advance of prices 
supplements were added to the amounts of wages previously in 
force —  in the first instance 7% and in the second 8°/o, that 
being an increase of altogether 15°/o.

The system of “children’s schooling allowances” was
extended, first to the re-incorporated territories of Transylvania 
and then to the re-incorporated districts of Southern Hungary, 
the sums paid out under the head of such allowances between 
July 1st., 1940, and June 30th, 1941, aggregating 19,000,000 
pengo. The 50% reduction of railway fares connected with the 
system of paid holidays was made use of during the past year 
by 125,000 workers and at least 250.000 dependants (wives and 
children, etc.). Among the plans for the future the greatest 
importance attaches to that for the nationalisation of labour 
exchange (registry office) business and the establishment of
chambers of labour. The Ministry has further elaborated the plan 
of an action for the building of workers' family houses within the 
framework of which it is proposed to ensure considerable building 
loans to encourage the house-building activity of private under
takings and to make it possible for industrial workers to obtain
possession of homes of their own.

Facts and results prove that notwithstanding the 
exceptional conditions prevailing today the Bardossy Govern
ment is proceeding in the work of carrying its programme into* 
effect without interruption in every field of Hungarian life.
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BULGARIA
BULGARIA'S LEADING POSITION IN EASTERN TOBACCO

MARKETS
With the incorporation of Western Thrace and Southern 

Macedonia, areas particularly suitable for the cultivation of the 
kinds of tobacco common to the East, Bulgaria has secured a 
leading position in this branch of economy. The country's 
production of tobacco will be about 200.000 tons, or double the 
amount formerly produced. As regards the exportation of certain 
kinds of tobacco mostly in demand, Bulgaria has practically 
secured a monopoly, now that in Greece wheat-growing is of 
greater importance than the cultivation of tobacco. Seeing that 
Bulgaria will be able to find markets for her increased quantity 
of tobacco in Greater Germany, she is certain to plant more in 
future. In connection with the Government's re-patriation scheme 
it is proposed to settle a large number of peasants from Old 
Bulgaria in the new tobacco-growing areas and to place an 
adequate amount of land at their disposal.

DIMITER ST. SAVOY'S LECTURE ON ECONOMIC LINKS 
BETWEEN BULGARIA AND HUNGARY

To a distinguished audience gathered in the Budapest 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry M. Dimiter St. Savoy, 
president of the Sofia Chamber of Commerce and Industry and 
head of the commission visiting Budapest to study conditions, 
gave a lecture on "the possibility of developing economic inter
course between Bulgaria and Hungary". M. Savoy first gave 
his audience a brief historical review of the bonds between the 
Bulgarian and Hungarian nations forged by their common origin, 
their histories and their traditional friendship. It was a mistake 
—  he declared —  to think that the material conditions for a 
systematic and increasing exchange of commodities between the 
two agrarian countries were lacking. Bulgaria had large 
quantities of agricultural produce and minerals which might be 
exchanged for articles produced by the Hungarian metal and 
chemical industries and for first-rate Hungarian-bred animals, 
especially horses and sheep. He hoped that the Bulgaro- 
Hungarian Chamber of Economy lately established in Sofia 
would prove a valuable factor conducing to the development of 
economic intercourse between the two countries.
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CROATIA
CROATIAN GOVERNMENT MAY TAKE OVER BANKS

The Croatian Official Gazette has published a law dealing 
with the taking over of the banks. In terms of this law the 
Treasury may —  if national and State interests so require —  
in agreement with the Minister for Commerce ordain that banks 
being limited liability (joint-stock) companies shall be trans
ferred, assets and all, to the possession of the State. The 
Treasury may also ordain the raising or reduction of the share 
capital of any limited liability (joint-stock) company, and may 
unrestrictedly take measures as to who is entitled to take over 
any new shares that may be issued and as to the conditions 
on which such transaction may be effected. The Treasury shall 
decide in agreement with the Minister for Commerce as to the 
fulfilment of the obligations devolving upon banks taken over 
by the State, —  and that quite independently of the mercantile 
and other laws that may be in force. In such cases the decision 
is to be taken exclusively on the basis of a free investigation of 
all circumstances; and there is no appeal against such decision. 
("Reggeli Ujsag” , Juli 13th, 1941.)

ECONOMIC STATISTICS OF NEW CROATIAN KINGDOM
Croatia —  which succeeded on August 20th, 1939, as the 

culmination of her struggle for independence carried on within 
the framework of the Yugoslav State, in obtaining her recognition 
as the autonomous Banat of Croatia, —  issued from the Balkan 
war of a few days' duration, not only in full possession of the 
independence so long coveted by her, but also territorially 
aggrandissed. The former Yugoslav State had an area of 
altogether 248,987 sq. kilometres and a population of roughly 
15 million souls, the quota of territory falling to the share of 
the Banat of Croatia being 66,493 sq. kilometres and the 
population 4.24 million souls. Present-day Croatia has an area of
115,000 sq. kilometres and extends some distance into the 
territory of the former provinces of Bosnia and Herzegovina; 
while the number of its inhabitants is almost 7 million souls. 
Naturally these figures are not yet definitive, seeing that so far 
only the frontiers between Croatia and Germany and between 
Croatia and Italy have been accurately demarcated; but we need 
not reckon on any important deviation ensuing as compared with 
the figures given above.

Roughly 83e/o of the population of seven million souls live 
by agriculture and forestry and by fishing, only 7.5°/o being 
engaged in the manufacturing industries. 3% live by trade and 
commerce, and the remaining 6.5°/o by some other branch of
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occupation. According to approximative estimates, of the total 
area of territory under agrarian cultivation 4 million hectares 
are sown with wheat and maize. Besides, there are 8 million 
hectares of ploughed fields, 1.8 million hectares of pastures,
900.000 hectares of meadows, 99,000 hectares of vineyards, 100,000 
hectares of orchards and 77,000 hectares of gardens, —  all 
serving the purposes of agricultural production. Croatia is 
peculiarly rich in fruit-trees. The number of apple-trees may be 
estimated at 2.5 millions, that of pear-trees at 1.6 millions, that 
of plum-trees at 1.4 millions and that of walnut-trees at roughly 
1.1 millions. The live stock is distributed as follows: —  600,000 
horses, 2 million head of horned cattle, 1.8 million pigs und 
3 million sheep. The forests cover an area of roughly 4 million 
hectares — about onethird of the total area of the country.

Croatia is popularly credited with being exceptionally rich 
in mineral treasures. This popular belief is shared by the experts 
too, though the exact geographical data are not yet available, 
of the deposits so far being worked the greatest importance 
attaches to the iron ore and bauxite fields. In 1938 the Croatian 
output of iron ore was 570,000 tons and that of bauxite 585,000 
tons. In the same year in Croatia 1.6 million tons of brown coal,
640.000 tons of lignite and 57,000 tons of anthracite were mined.

So far as industry is concerned, it would be difficult for
the moment to obtain a trustworthy survey of the capacity of 
Croatian manufacturing industry. The work of collecting data far 
the industrial cadaster is still in progress in Zagreb. It would 
be still more difficult to form any accurate idea of the relative 
importance of the several branches of industry under the changed 
circumstances connected with the territorial changes. For if may 
be taken for granted that there will be many undertakings doomed 
to lose their viability in the future, while others have open before 
them great possibilities of expansion. However, the wood 
manufacturing and textile industries of Croatia are not likely 
to be threatened by any danger whatsoever. A very important 
item of the national income of the Croatian people has been at 
ell times the tourist traffic of the country. So far a part of this 
traffic has come from the southern districts of Yugoslavia; 
nevertheless, despite this fact we may consider the after-war 
prospects as being in general of a favourable character.

In judging of the possibilities offered by the economic life 
of Croatia we must not leave out of account the fact that certain 
regions of the young kingdom have always been economically 
passive territories involving a financial burden on the country 
which have never been able to provide their own food supplies. 
However, owing to the pronouncedly agrarian character of Croatia 
this circumstance is hardly likely to cause any particular 
difficulties. For as a purely agrarian country Croatia must have 
every reason to hope that it will be able to live a sound economic
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life in the vicinity of two Great Powers dependent upon agrarian 
imports. The bulk of Croatia’s foreign trade will undoubtedly 
be with Germany, Italy and Hungary. Croatia’s economo- 
geographical situation is an exceptionally favourable one. (”Reg- 
geli Ujsag”, July 9th, 1941.)

HUNGARY

FINANCIAL POLICY OF BARDOSSY GOVERNMENT 
DURING FOUR MONTHS OF OFFICE

The rapidly moving events of international politics have 
naturally diverted the attention of public opinion from that work 
in the field of domestic policy which the Bardossy Government 
has been carrying on already for four months. If we tear our 
thoughs away for an hour from the whirlpool of international 
politics and cast a glance at the domestic political events of the 
past four months, we find ourselves face to face with a 
programme of work which is quite surprisingly full. The , activity 
of Government has extended to all the problems of State, 
military, social, economic, cultural and public life generally, that 
Government having endeavoured to solve the problems in a 
manner in keeping with the spirit of the times, with the enhanced 
social demands of the present day and with the exceptional 
situation brought into being by the war.

It would take volumes to enumerate all the various mesaures 
taken by Government during the past four months. We would 
therefore confine ourselves on the present occasion to pointing 
out the guiding principles underlying the Government's policy 
—  principles which Premier Bardossy is following consistently 
and with a resolute will: the sole object in view being the 
ensuring under all circumstances of the' social order of the 
country and of the continuity of production. This is in reality 
not mere politics in the ordinary sense of the term, but a sublime 
effort and endeavour to maintain the national existence and to 
preserve that existence intact for a better and brighter future.

We would offer a short retrospective survey of the financial 
and tax ordinances so far issued by the Bardossy Government.

The Minister of Finance first of all drafted the so-called 
“Transylvanian Estimates” showing the expenditure and receipts 
of the re-incorporated parts of East Hungary and of Transyl
vania as determined on the ground of special legal authorisation-

In connection with the re-evaluation of war-loan bonds the 
Government ordained that the bonds should be deposited The
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statistical elaboration of the war loan bonds thus deposited is 
now in progress.

The Department of Finance continued the work of adjusting 
the credit market of Transylvania and of dovetailing the credit 
co-operative societies of Transylvania into the organisation of the 
mother country. The question of the credit co-operative societies 
of Transylvania has also been adjusted.

The Government has also provided that in order to satisfy 
the claims for credit of the craftsmen and artisans of the re
incorporated parts of East Hungary and Transylvania an adequate 
amount of credit should be rendered available through the 
IKOSz. The Government is providing for the satisfaction of the 
demands for credit of industrial, mining and smelting under
takings exceeding the limits of the crafts by the agency of the 
Transylvanian Industrial Labour Organisation Institute.

The Government has ensured an amount of credit for the 
purpose of furthering the wood (timber) production of the 
Szeklers of Transylvania.

The remittance of medium- and long-term agrarian credits 
has been continued within the framework of the sum of 50 
million pengo appropriated for the purpose.

In connection with the taking over of the State debts of the 
former Czecho-Slovak Republic measures were taken to have the 
securities held by Hungarian citizens surrenderd. The problem, 
of compensation to the Czech-Moravian settlers who have 
emigrated from Hungary, has also been adjusted.

An agreement has been concluded with the Republic of 
Slovakia in respect of questions connected with public assets 
and public debts arising as a consequence of the liquidation of 
the former Czecho-Slovak Republic.

One- and two-pengo aluminium coins have been issued to 
replace the one- and two-pengo notes previously in circulation.

In the field of life insurance the Order in Council dealing 
with the undertaking of risks of death in wartime stipulated 
that the private insurance companies functioning within the 
territory of Hungary shall be required to bear the risk undertaken 
by them under insurance policies also in the event of the insured 
dying as a consequence of war events.

In view of the exceptional havoc wrought by inundations 
and subsoil water the Minister of Finance, expanding the validity 
of the measures hitherto in force, has agreed to exempt the 
owners of property suffering damage from the payment of land 
taxes and all dues incidental thereto.

The Department of Finance has issued an ordinance:
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providing that house-owners may devolve upon the Treasury a 
part of the costs involved by the construction of emergency air
raid shelters.

The Department of Finance has raised the excise duty and 
the Treasury participation payable on industrial sugar, as also 
the price of such sugar.

The Department of Finance has raised the scale of taxes 
payable on the turn-over of securities in keeping with the 
changed conditions.

The Tobacco Regie has considerably increased the amounts 
of the advances granted every year to tobacco-growers and their 
gardeners.

The growing of Virginia tobacco previously carried on only 
by wholesale growers has now been introduced among farmers 
.growing tobacco on a small scale only.

HUNGARY’S TRADE WITH GERMANY
The Hungarian and German Government Committees 

appointed to deal with the economic intercourse between the two 
countries held theri annual general meeting this year in Buda
pest. At this meeting, which lasted from June 7th to 29th., agree
ments were arrived at concerning the principles of the trade in 
goods between Hungary and Germany for the next economic 
year beginning on 1st August, 1941.

It was stated by the two Committees that trade in the past 
year had developed favourably and that it woud be possible 
to extend the exchange of goods considerably during the coming 
year. It was also stated that Germany would in future, too, be 
able to supply most of Hungary's requirements in important 
industrial raw materials, half-finished and manufactured articles, 
and that Hungary, besides continuing to export agricultural 
produce, would be able to increase her exports of industrial 
articles to Germany.

With a view to making preparation for the new economic 
order in Europe, the two Committees came to an agreement 
concerning further facilities in the exchange of commodities and 
in payments. An agreement concerning the exchange of 
commodities between the areas occupied by Germany and 
Hungary respectively and concerning payments, was also arrived 
at, in terms of which payments are to be effected through the 
head clearing office in Berlin.

These agreements were signed by M. Alfred Nickl and Dr. 
Clodius on behalf of the Hungarian and German Governments 
respectively.
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RUMANIA

RUMANIA’S ECONOMIC SITUATION
The various official and industrial and commercial organs 

functioning in the economic life of Rumania have of late only 
rarely published any statistical data. It is a generally known 
fact, of course, that belligerent States do not publish such data 
relating to their economic life as might be utilised by the enemy; 
we see, for example, that the German official Statistical Bureau 
and the German institutes of research too have been practically 
silent since the outbreak of war; but Rumania —  to quote the 
words of General Antonescu’s Propaganda Ministry —  was still 
living in the happy condition of "peaceful production and a 
flourishing conjuncture” when the making public of data was first 
suspended. And statistics —  particularly unfavourable statistics 
—  are readily spoken of as a science employable alike for the 
revelation and for the disguise of the real facts. The troubles 
affecting the economic life of Rumania cannot however be spirited 
away even by the shrewdest "juggling tricks” of statisticians; 
evidently that is the cause of the silence.

Under such circumstances the greatest interest attaches to- 
an article from Bucharest published in one of the recent issues 
of the “Neue Ziircher Zeitung” in which —  referring to an 
official source —  the Bucharest Correspondent of the Swiss 
paper gives us a few remarkable figures. Those who have the 
same intimate knowledge of the economic life of Rumania as 
we had the privilege of acquiring during the years of occupation, 
will be able to draw most interesting conclusions from these 
figures.

What is the Value of the Rumanian Currency?
A well-known thesis of political economy tells us that the 

the smaller the quantity of any particular currency in circulation
and the greater the gold cover ensuring its v a l u e , ----
the greater the purchasing power of that currency. Where 
a bank of issue —  particularly today —  fails to show 
adequate care in providing for the strictest maintenance of these 
ratios, actually setting the banknote press to work instead, the 
resulting process of inflation (as we found out to our cost during 
the years following the Great War of 1914— 18) is liable to 
induce evils of a fatal character in the economic life of the 
country. That is why every judicious and foreseeing system of 
economic policy —  that of Hungary too —  takes good care to 
avoid entering the path of inflation. Rumania, however, —  
according to the report published in the Swiss paper —  has 
already entered that path.
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Total Value of Money Ratio of
in Circulation Gold Gover

(millions of lei) (%)
January, 1940 47,749 28.7
December, 1940 64,349 22.1
March, 1941 72,810 20.3
April, 1941 76,301 18.6
May, 1941 86,076 15.3

The above figures speak for themselves!! No great economic 
knowledge is needed to establish the fact that in present-day 
Rumania — a country which has lost onethird of its territory
—  the volume of money in circulation is almost twice as large as 
that in circulation in Greater Rumania early in 1940. Naturally 
the gold reserve of the Rumanian National Bank has since 
increased as a result of the yield of the new harvest; but that 
increase has not been in proportion to the advance in the 
volume of notes poured forth in abundance by the banknote press
—  notes issued in terms of a leu depreciating in value every 
day the gold cover of which has fallen since January, 1940, by 
50°/o. If we take into account, further, the circumstance that this 
greatly swollen volume of money is in circulation in an economic 
area some 30% smaller than that of Greater Rumania in 1940, 
we see that even according to the official statistical data the 
purchasing power of the Rumanian currency declined between 
January, 1940, and May, 1941, by some 120— 130"/o. In other 
1940, for 100 lei, in May, 1941, the sum of 220— 230 lei had 
words, — for a commodity which was purchasable in January, 
to be paid. That is on paper the scale of depreciation of the 
Rumanian leu.

Paper Form and Reality.
In theory, therefore, life in Rumania would appear to have 

become 120— 130% dearer; but the development of the so-called 
“cost of living" index is influenced by other factors too — by 
demand and supply. When the quantity of wheat available is 
larger, bread is cheaper; when the number of fattened animals 
increases, the price of meat declines; when the quantity of wool 
available is larger, cloth is cheaper: and so on, ad infinitum . . . 
In Rumania, however, the quantities of all these articles available 
for public consumption are smaller than in January, 1940. This 
is due to many causes, — the poorer harvest yield, the set-back 
in exports, the increased requirements of the army, etc., etc. So 
what we have in Rumania is not merely inflation, but a shortage 
of commodities too. To this circumstance must be attributed the 
fact that the cost of living has advanced “only” by 120— 130n/o.

The development of the cost of living index may be seen
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irom the figures given below, which are taken from the article 
in the "Neue Ziircher Zeitung” {the index figures being based 
upon the presumption that the prices officially recorded in

1920, =  100): —
January, 1940 154.0
February, 1940 233.0
January, 1941 247.3
February, 1941 260.0
March, 1941 2S6.7
April, 1941 292.0
May, 1941 307.6

The reports filtering through concerning the shortage of 
articles of food —  jackdaw meat in the Arad market, “polenta” 
days, etc. —  suggest that the above index figure must have risen 
considerably since May.

Income and Subsistence.

In Rumania —  evidently as a consequence of the war 
preparations —  there has been (at least according to the official 
staistical index figures) a considerable increase in the output of 
industry. The situation would therefore not be so desperate if 
the earnings of the workers advanced proportionately: but that 
is not the case. The Swiss paper publishes also the index figures 
relating to the earnings of industrial workers; but when we 
compare these figures with the rapidly rising index figures of 
the cost of living, the result obtained is extremely distressing: —

Cost of Living Wages
I n d e x

December, 1929 100 100
January, 1940 164 116
December, 1940 233 132
March, 1941 286 140
May, 1941 307 152

The industrial worker — relatively the best paid of all 
workers —  although what he produces is greater in volume and 
in value too — is able to earn barely one-half of the amount 
required to ensure his subsistence. The paper gives no figures 
relating to workers in other branches of occupation; but after 
what is given above it is easy to imagine the situation of a class 
of the population with much smaller earnings —  the agricultural 
labourers.

Consequently only capital is reaping any advantage from 
the industrial conjuncture; though seemingly earning more than 
before, the workers are in reality earning far less -— if we take 
into account the advance in the prices of necessaries.
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TAXATION IN SERBIA — 732 DINARS A  HEAD 
(IN YUGOSLAVIA THE PER CAPITA QUOTA OF TAXES 

WAS 472 DINARS)
The first Public Estimates for the Kingdom of Serbia -— 

for the second half of 1941 —  foresee expenditure amounting to 
1,340,573,300 dinars. If we take into account the number of 
inhabitants of present-day Serbia —  4,700,000 souls — , the 
Estimates cannot be described as excessively high. In the Yugo
slavia existing prior to the collapse —  a country with altogether 
more than 15 million inhabitants —  the aggregate amount of the 
Estimates in the year 1939/40 was 13 milliard dinars. This 
amount included also the enormous sums involved by the military 
expenditure, which represented some 20—30°/o of the total 
amount shown by the Estimates. The present Estimates do not 
include the expenses incidental to the German occupation, which 
are for the moment being secured by Treasury Notes to be in 
circulation until the sums involved have been settled finally and 
definitively by the Serbian State.

In the present Estimates no sums have been included as 
a separate item for public works, which are to be paid for out 
of the loan of 1000 million dinars; nor are there any separate 
Estimates for the State Railways, the sums required by the same 
being secured also by loan.

Despite this relief of the charges devolving upon the 
Estimates, it has proved impossible to avoid raising the taxes. 
In 1936/37, in a Yugoslavia with a population of 14 million 
souls, the average per capita quota of direct taxes was 148 and 
that of indirect taxes 324 dinars; while at present, in a Serbia 
with a population of 4.7 million souls, the per capita quota o f  
direct taxes is 274 and that of indirect taxes 458 dinars. This 
means that the quota per head of population of the direct taxes 
has advanced by 90°lo and the per capita quota of taxes generally 
by 40°fo.

In the Yugoslavia of former days a large proportion of the 
budgetary receipts was provided by indirect taxation —  dues, 
customs duties, etc.; in the first Estimates of present-day Serbia, 
on the other hand, more than 50% of the receipts are to be 
obtained in the form of direct taxes.

Seeing that there is no likelihood of the national income 
increasing and resulting in automatically advancing the tax 
revenue, the Serbian Government has been compelled to increase 
the rates of the several categories of taxes and to apply the 
"tax press” . For the moment there is no means of knowing 
which taxes are to be raised; but it is generally believed that 
measures will be taken first to increase the direct taxes. ("Reggeli 
Ujsag” , Ujvidek, August 2nd, 1941.)
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B U D A P EST.
M U N I C I  P A L  M I N E R A L  
B A T H S  A N D  S P R I N G S
ST, GELLERT MEDICINAL BATHS AND 
HYDROPATHIC ESTABLISHMENT

Radio-active thermal springs, 47° C. Firstrate hotel 
with 260 bedrooms. Special prices for full treat
ment. Effervescent swimming-pool. Medical treat
ment. Modern equipment.
Address: Szt. Gellert-ter 1., Budapest, XI. 
Telephone: 268-800.

RUDAS MEDICINAL BATHS AND HYDRO
PATHIC ESTABLISHMENT

Thermal pool and radium baths. Modern hydro
pathic establishment. Dietetic catering. Special 
inclusive terms. Indoors swimming-pool.
Address: Dobrentei-ter 9. Budapest.

SZECHENYI MEDICINAL BATHS
Sulphuric thermal water, 76° centigrade, springing 
from a depth of 1238 metres. Psychotherapy 
department with modern equipment.
Address: Varosliget Budapest.

DRINKING CURES
The Hungaria, Attila and Juventus radio
active springs in the Rudas Park. Splendid 
results in cases of kidney, stomach, intestine and 
gall troubles, high blood pressure and premature 
old age. Ask your doctor!


